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I ASCRIBING MENTAL QUALITIES TO MACHINES

by

John McCarthy

• Ascribing mental qualities like beliefs, Intentions and wants to a machine Is sometimes correct II
done conservatively and Is sometimes necessary to express what Is known about Its state. We

• propose some new dehnitional tools fo r th is: debnlelorn relative to an approximate theory and
• second order structural def~nltions. This paper Is to be published In PAilosophl cal Perspe ctives

1 in Artificial Intelligence edited by Martin Ringle and to be published by Humanities Press.
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INTRODUCTION

To ascribe certain beliefs , knowledge, free will, intentions , consciousness , abilities or wants to
a machine or computer program is legitimate when such an ascription expresses the same
Information about the machine that it expresses about a person. It is useful when the ascription
helps us understand the structure of the machine, its past or future behavior, or how to repair or
Improve it. It Is perhaps never logically required even for humans, but expressing reasonably
briefly what is actually known about the state of a machine In a particular situation may require

• ascribing mental qualities or qualities isomorphic to them 1. Theories of belief, knowledge and
wanting can be constructed for machines in a simpler setting than for humans and later applied
to humans. Ascription of mental qualities Is most straightforward for machines of known
structure such as thermostats and computer operating systems, but is most useful when applied to
entities whose structure is very incompletely known.

These views are motivated by work in artificial intelligence2 (abbreviated Al). They can be
taken as asserting that many of the philosophical problems of mind take a concrete form when
one takes seriously the Idea of making machines behave intelligently. In particular, Al raises for
machines two Issues that have heretofore been considered only In connection with people.

First, in designing intelligent programs and looking at them from the outside we need to
determine the conditions under which specific mental and volitional terms are applicable. We car,
exemplify these problems by asking when might it be legitimate to say about a machine, U It
knows 1 want a reservation to aoszon , and it can give it to me , but I t won ’t .

• Second, when we want a generally Intelligent3 computer program, we must build Into it a
general view of what the world is like with especial attention to facts about how the information
required to solve problems is to be obtained and used. Thus we must provide It with some kind
of metaphysics (general world—view) and epistemology (theory of knowledge) however naive.

As much as possible, we will ascribe mental qualities separately from each other instead of
bundling them in a concept of mind. This is necessary, because present machines have rather
varlei little minds; the mental qualities that can legitimately be ascribed to them are few and
differ from machine to machine. We will not even try to meet objections like, 5Unless it also does
X , it is illegitimate to speak of its having mental qualities.

Machines as simple as thermostats can be said to have beliefs, and having beliefs seems to
be a characteristic of most machines capable of problem wiving performance. However, the
machines mankind has so far found it useful to Construct rarely have beliefs about beliefs,
although such beliefs will be needed by computer programs that reason about what knowledge
they lack and where to get it. Mental qualities peculiar to human—like motivational structures4,
such as love and hate, will not be required for Intelligent behavior, but we could probably

4 program computers to exhibit them if we wanted to, because our common sense notions about
them translate readily into certain program and data structures. Still other mental qualities, e.g.
humor and appreciation of beauty, seem much harder to model. While we will be quite liberal In
ascribing some mental qualities even to rather primitive machines, we will try to be conservative
In our criteria for ascribing any particular quality.

1 
- - ,. The successive sections of this paper will give philosophical and Al reasons for ascribing

beliefs to machines, two new forms of definition that seem necessary for defining mental qualities
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and examples of their use, examples of systems to which mental qualitIes are ascribed, some first
• attempts at defining a variety of mental qualIties, some comments on other views on mental

qualities, notes, and references .

This paper is exploratory and its presentatIon Is non-technical. Any axioms that are
presented are Illustrative and not part of an axiomatic system proposed as a serious candidate for
A l or philosophical use. This is regrettable for two reasons. First, Al use of these concepts
requires formal axiomatization. Second, the lack of formalism focusses attention on whether the
paper correctly characterizes mental qualities rather than on the formal properties of the theories
proposed. I think we can attain a situation like that in the foundations of mathematics, wherein
the controversies about whether to take an intuitionist or classical point of view have been mainly
replaced by technical studies of intuitlonist and classical theories and the relations between them.
In future work, I hope to treat these matters more formally along the lines of (McCarthy 1977a
and 197Th). This won’t eliminate controversy about the true nature of mental qualities, but I
believe that their eventual resolution requires more technical know ledge than Is now available.
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WHY ASCRIBE MENTAL QUALITIES?

Why should we want to ascribe beliefs to machines at all? This is the converse question
to that of reductionism. Instead of asking how mental qualities can be reduced to physical ones,

• we ask how to ascribe mental qualities to physical systems.

Our general motivation for ascribing mental qualities is the same as for ascribing any other
• qualities — namely to express available Information about the machine and its current state. To

have Information, we must have a space of possibilities whether explicitly described or not. The
ascription must therefore must serve to distinguish the present state of the machine from past or
future states or from the state the machine would have in other conditions or from the state of
other machines. Therefore, the Issue Is whether ascription of mental qualities Is helpful In
making these discriminations in the case of machines.

To put the issue sharp ly, consider a computer program for which we possess complete
listings. The behavior of the program in any environment is determined f rom the structure of the
program and can be found out by simulating the action of the program and the environment
without having to deal with any concept of belief. Nevertheless, there are several reasons for
ascribing belief and other mental qualities:

I. Although we may know the program, its state at a given moment is usually not directly
observable, and the facts we can obtain about its current state may be more readily expressed by
ascribing certain beliefs and goals than In any other way.

2. Even if we can simulate its interaction with its environment using another more
comprehensive program, the simulation may be a billion times too slow. We also may not have
the initial conditions of the environment or the environment’s laws of motion in a suitable form,
whereas it may be feasible to make a prediction of the effects of the beliefs we ascribe to the
program without any computer at all.

3. Ascribing beliefs may allow deriving general statements about the program’s behavior
that could not be obtained from any finite number of simulations.

4. The belief and goal structures we ascribe to the program may be easier to understand
than the details of program as expressed in Its listing.

5. The belief and goal structure Is likely to be close to the structure the designer of the
program had in mind, and It may be easier to debug the program in terms of this structure than
directly from the listing. In fact, it is often possible for someone to correct a fault by reasoning In

• general terms about the information in a program or machine, diagnosing what is wrong as a

• ;• 
false belief, and looking at the details of the program or machine only sufficiently to determine
how the false belief Is represented and what mechanism caused It to arise.

6. The difference between this program and another actual or hypothetical program may
best be ex pressed as a difference in belief structure.

I All the above reasons for ascrIbing beliefs are epistemological; I.e. ascribing beliefs Is needed
to adapt to limitations on our ability to acquire knowledge, use it for prediction, and establish

• generalizations in terms of the elementary structure of the program. Perhaps this is the general
reason for ascribing higher levels of organization to systems.
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U 
Computers give rise to numerous ex amples of building a higher structure on the basis of a

lower and conducting subsequent analyses using the higher structure. The geometry of the electric
fields in a transistor and its chemical composition give rise to its properties as an electric circuit
element. Transistors are combined in small circuits and powered in standard ways to make logical
elements such as ANDs, ORs, NOTs and flip—flops. Computers are designed with these logical
elements to obey a desired order code; the designer usually needn’t consider the properties of the
transistors as circuit elements. When writing a compiler from a higher level language, one works
with the order code and doesn’t have to know about the ANDs and ORs; the user of the higher
order language needn’t know the computer’s order code.

In the above cases, users of the higher level can completely Ignore the lower level, because
the behavior of the higher level system is completely determined by the values of the higher level
variables; e.g. in order to determine the outcome of a computer program, one needn’t consider the
flip—flops. However, when we ascribe mental structure to humans or goals to society, we always
get highly incomplete systems; the hi~her level behavior cannot be fully predicted from higher
level observations and higher level laws” even when the underlying lower level behavior is
determinate. Moreover, at a given state of science and technology, different kinds of Information
can be obtained from experiment and theory building at the different levels of organization.

In order to program a computer to obtain information and co—operation from people and
other machines, we will have to make it ascrIbe knowledge, belief, and wants to other machines
and people. For example. a program that plans trips will have to ascribe knowledge to travel
agents and to the airline reservation computers. It must somehow treat the information in books,
perhaps by ascribing to them a passive form of knowledge. The more powerful the program in
interpreting what it is told, the less It has to know about how the information It can receive is
represented internally In the teller and the more its ascflptions of knowledge will look like human
ascriptians of knowledge to other humans.

I
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TWO METHODS OF DEFINI T ION AND THEIR A PPLICATION TO MENTAL
QUALITIES

• In our opinion, a major source of problems in defining mental and intensional concepts is
the weakness of the methods of definition that have been oxpi Wil y used. We introduce two kinds
of def inition: definition relative to an approximate theory and second order structural def inition
and apply them to defining mental qualities.

I. DefinItions relative to an approximate theory.

It Is commonplace that most scientific concepts are not defined by isolated sentences of
natural languages but rather as parts of theories, and the acceptance of the theory is determined
by its fit to a large collection of phenomena. We propose a similar method for explicating mental

• . and other common sense concepts, but a certain phenomenon plays a more important role than
with scientific theories: the concept is meaningful only In the theory, and cannot be defined with
more precision than the theory permits.

The notion of one theory approximating another needs to be formalized. In the case of
physics , one can think of various kinds of numerical or probabilistic approximation. I think this
kind of approximation is untypical and misleading and won’t help explicate such concepts as

• intentiona l action as meaningful in approximate theories. Instead it may go something like this:

• ConsIder a detailed theory T that has a state varIable s. We may imagine that s changes
with time. The approximating theory T’ has a state variable s ’. There is a predicate atp (s , T’)
whose truth means that T’ is applicable when the world is in state s. There is a relation corr (s , s ’)
which asserts that s ’ corresponds to the state s. We have

I) Ys .(atp(s , T’) ~ 3s ’.corr(s, s ’)) .

Certain functions f l (s) ,  J 2 (s) , etc. have corresponding functions fI ‘(s ’) , J2 ’(s ’) , etc. We have
• relations like

2) Vs s ’.(corr (s , s ’) ~ f l (s)  .f l ’(s ’)) .

However, the approximate theory T’ may have additional functions gi ‘(s ’), etc. that do not
correspond to any functions of s . Even when it is possible to construct p correspondIng to the

• g’s, their definitions will often seem arbitrary, because the common sense user of gi’ will only
have used It within the context of T’

Concepts whose definition Involves counterfactuals provide examples.

Suppose we want to ascribe intentions and fre e wUl and to distinguish a deliberate action
from an occurrence. We want to call an output a deliberate action if the output would have been
different If the machine’s intentions had been different. This requires a criterion for the truth of
the counterf ac tua l conditional sentence If its intentions had been different the output wouldn’t
have occurred , and we require what seems to be a novel treatment of counterfactuals.

We treat the “relevant aspect of reality” as a Cartesian product so that we can talk about
changing one component and leaving the others unchanged. This would be straightforward if the

4 LW.. - _______________________________ 
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• 7

Cartesian product structure existed In the world; however, It usually exists only in certain• approximate models of the world. Consequently no single definite state of the world as a whole• corresponds to changing one component. The following paragraphs present these Ideas in greater
• detail.

Suppose A is a theory in which some aspect of reality is characterized by the values of three
quantities x , y and z. Let f  be a function of three arguments, let u be a quantity satisfying
u —f ix ,y , z), wherefll, 1,1). 3 and fi2, 1, 1) —b . Consider a state of the model In which x — 1,
y — I and r — I. Within the theory A , the counterfactual conditional sentence “ it — 3, but If x
were 2, then it would be 5” is true, because the counterfactual condition means changing x to 2
and leaving the other variables unchanged.

Now let’s go beyond the model and suppose that x , y and z are quantities depending on the
state of the world. Even if it ..flx, y,  a) is taken as a law of nature, the counterfactual need not be
taken as true, because someone might argue that if x were 2. then y would be 3 so that u might
not be 5. If the theory A has a sufficiently preferred status we may take the meaning of the
counterfactual in A to be its general meaning, but it may sometimes be better to consider the
counterfactual as defined solely in the theory, i.e. as syncat egorematic. -

A common sense example may be helpful: Suppose a ski instructor says, “He wouldn ’t have
fallen If he had bent his knees when he made that turn ”, and another instructor replies, “No , the
reason he fell was that he didn ’t put his weight on his downhill ski”. Suppose further that on
reviewing a film, they agree that the first instructor was correct and the second mistaken. I

• contend that this agreement is based on their common acceptance of a theory of skiing, and that
within the theory. the decision may well be rigorous even though no-one bothers to imagine an
alternate world as much like the real world as possible but In which the student had put his
weight on his downhill ski.

We suggest that this is often (I haven’t yet looked for counter—examp les) the common sense
meaning of a counterfactual. The counterfactual has a definite meaning in a theory, because the
theory has a Cartesian product structure, and the theory Is sufficiently preferred that the meanIng
of the counterfactual in the world is taken as its meaning in the theory. This is especially likely to
be true for concepts that have a natural definition In terms of counterfactuals, e.g. the concept of
deliberate action with which we started this section.

In all cases that we know about, the theory is approximate and incomplete. Provided
certain propositions are true, a certain quantity is approximately a given function of certain other
quantities. The Incompleteness lies In the fact that the theory doesn’t predict states of the world
but only ce!tain functions of them. Thus a useful concept lIke deliberate action may seem to
vanish If examined too closely, e.g. when we try to define it In terms of states of the world and not

• just In terms of certain functions of these states.

Remarks:

1.1. The known cases in which a concept is defined relatIve to an approximate theory
Involve counterfactua ls. This may not always be the case.

1.2. It Is Important to stud y the nature of the approximations.

4
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1.3. (McCarthy and Hayes 1969) treats the notion of X can do Y using a theory in
• which the world is regarded as a collection of interacting automata. That paper failed to note

that sentences using can cannot necessarily be translated into single assertions about the world.

1.4. The attempt by old fashioned Introspective psychology to analyze the mind into
an interacting will , intellect and other components cannot be excluded on the methodological
grounds used by behaviorists and postltivlsts to declare them meaningless and exclude them from
science. These concepts might have precise definitions within a suitable approximate theory.5

1.5. The above treatment of counterfactuals In which they are defined In terms of the
Cartesian product structure of an approximate theory may be better than the closest possible world
treatments dIscussed in (Lewis 1973). The truth—values are well defined within the approximate
theories, and the theories can be justified by evidence involving phenomena not mentioned In
isolated counterfactual assertions.

1.6. Definition relatIve to approximate theories may help separate questions. such as
some of those concerning counterfactuals, Into in erna l questions within the approximate theory
and the external question of the justification of the theory as a whole. The internal questions are
likely to be technical and have definite a~iswers on which people can agree ever’~ If they have
philosophical or scientific disagreements about the external questions.

2. Second Order Structural Definition.

Structural definitions of qualities are given In terms of the state of the system being
described while behavioral definitions are given in terms of its actual or potential behavior .

If the structure of the machine is known, one can give an ad hoc first order structural
definition. This Is a predicate B(s , p ) where s represents a state of the machine and p represents a
sentence in a suitable language, and B(s , p ) is the assertion that when the machine is in state s , it
believes the sentence p. (The considerations of this paper are neutral in deciding whether to
regard the object of belief as a sentence or to use a modal operator or to admit propos itions as
abstract objects that can be believed. The paper Is written as though sentences are the objects of
belief, but I have more recently come to favor propositions and discuss them in (McCarthy 1977a).

A genera4 f irst order structural definition of belief would be a predicate B(W , M , s , P)
where W Is the “world” in which the machine M whose beliefs are In question is situated. I do
not see how to give such a definition of belief, and I think it Is impossible. Therefore we turn to
second order definitions7.

A second order structural definition of belief is a second order predicate j3(W , M , B).
• Ø(W , M , B) asserts that the first order predicate B Is a “good” notion of belief for the machine M

In the world W. Here “good” means that the beliefs that B ascribes to M agree with our ideas of
what beliefs M would have, not that the beliefs themselves are true. The axiomatIzatlons of
belief In the literature are partial second order definitions.

In general, a second order definition gives criteria for criticizing au ascriptIon of a
qualit y to a system. We suggest that both our common sense and scientific usage of not—directly—

• observable qualities corres ponds more losely to second order structural definition than to any kind
• of behavioral definition. Note that a second ord er defInitIon cannot guarantee that there exist

4
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• predicates B meeting the criterion 0 or that such a B is unique. Some qualities are best defined
jointly with related qualities. e.g. beliefs and goals may require joint treatment.

Second order definitions criticize whole belief structures rather than individual beliefs. We
can treat individual beliefs by saying that a system believes p In state s provided all “ reasonably
good” B’s satisfy B(s. p) . Thus we are distinguishing the “IntersectIon” of the reasonably good B’s.

(An analogy with cryptography may be helpful. We solve a cryptogram by making
hypotheses about the structure of the cipher and about the translation of parts of the cipher text.
Our solution is complete when we have “guessed” a cipher system that produces the cryptogram
from a plausible plaintext message. Though we never prove that our solution is unique, two
different solutions are almost never found except for very short cryptograms. in the analogy, the
second order definition 0 corres ponds to the general idea of encipherm ent , and B Is the particular

• system used. While we will rarely be able to prove unIqueness, we don’t expect to find two Bs
both satisfying 0).

It seems to me that there should be a metatheorem of mathematical logic asserting that not
all second order definitions can be reduced to first order definitions and further theorems
characterizing those second order definitions that admit such reductions. Such technical results, it

• they can be found, may be helpful In philosophy and In the construction of formal scientific
theories. I would conjecture that many of the informal philosophical arguments that certain
mental concepts cannot be reduced to physics will turn out to be sketches of arguments that these
concepts require second (or higher) order definitions.

Here is an approximate second order definition of belief. For each state s of the machine
and each sentence p in a suitable language L, we assign truth to B(s . P) if and only if the
machine is considered to believe p when it Is In state s. The language 1. Is chosen for our
convenience, and there Is no assumption that the machine explicitly represents sentences of L In
any wa y. Thus we can talk about the beliefs of Chinese, dogs, corporations, thermostats, and
computer operating systems without assuming that they use English or our favorite first order
language. L may or may not be the language be the language we are using for making other
assertions, e.g. we could, writing in English, systematically use French sentences as objects of belief.
However, the best choice for artificial Intelligence work may be to make 1.. a subset of our “outer”
language restricted so as to avoid the paradoxical self—references of (Montague 1963).

We now subject B(s , p) to certain criteria; i.e. i3(B, W) is considered true provided the
following conditions are satisfied:

2.1. The set BeE(s) of beliefs, i.e. the set of p’s for which B(s , fr) is assigned true when
M Is in state s contains sufficiently “obvious” conse quences of some of its members.

2.2. Bel (s) chang es in a reasonable way when the state changes in time. We like new
beliefs to be logical or “plausible” consequences of old ones or to come in as communications in
some language on the input lines or to be observaUons, I.e. beliefs about the environment the
Information for which comes In on the Input lines. The set of beliefs should not change too
rapidly as the state changes with time.

• 2.3. We prefer the set of beliefs to be as consIstent as possible. (Admittedly,
consistency is not a quantitative concept in mathematical logic — a system Is either consistent or
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not, but It would seem that we will sometimes have to ascribe inconsistent sets of beliefs to
machines and people. Our Intuition says that we should be able to maintain areas of consistency
in our beliefs and that It may be espe~ ~ly important to avoid inconsistencies In the machine’s

• purely analytic beliefs).

2.4. Our criteria for belief systems can be strengthened If we identify some of the
machine’s beliefs as ex pressing goals, I.e. if we have beliefs of the form ‘It would be good If ...“.
Then we can ask that the machine’s behavior be somewhat rational , i.e. i~ does what it believes
will achieve its goals. The more of Its behavior we can account for in this way, the better we will
like the function B(s , p) . We also would like to regard internal state changes as changes in belief
in so far as this is reasonable.

2.5. If the machine communicates, I.e. emits sentences in some language that can be
Interpreted as assertions, questions and commands, we will want the assertions to be among its
beliefs unless we are ascribing to it a goal or subgoal that involves lying. We will be most
satisfied with our belief ascription. if we can account for its communications as furthering the
goals we are ascribing.

2.6. Sometimes we shall want to ascribe Introspective beliefs, e.g. a belief that It does
not know how to fly to Boston or even that it doesn’t know what it wants in a certain situation.

2.7. Finally, we will prefer a more econom cal ascription B to a less economical one.
The fewer beliefs we ascribe and the less they change with state consistent with accounting for the
behavior and the internal state changes, the better we will like it. In particular, if
Vs p . (B l (s , p ) ’  82(s , p)) , but not conversely, and 81 accounts for all the state changes and
outputs that B2 does, we will prefer Bi to B2. This insures that we will prefer to assign no beliefs
to stones that don’t change and don’t behave. A belief predicate that applies to a family of
machines is preferable to one that applies to a single machine.

• The above criteria have been formulated somewhat vaguely. This would be bad if there
were widely different ascriptions of beliefs to a particular machine that all met our criteria or if
the criteria allowed ascriptions that differed widely from our intuitions. My present opinion is
that more thought will make the criteria somewhat more precise at no cost In applicability, but
that they should still remain rather vague. i.e. we shall want to ascribe belief in a family of cases.
However, even at the present level of vagueness, there probably won’t be radically different
equally “good” ascriptions of belief for systems of practical interest . If there were, we would notice
unresolvable ambiguities in our ascriptions of belief to our acquaintances.

While we may not want to pin down our general idea of belief to a single axiomatization,
• we will need to build precise axiomatizations of belief and other mental qualities Into particular

Intelligent computer programs.
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II

• EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS WITH MENTAL QUALITIES

Let us consider some examples of machines and programs to which we may ascribe belief
and goal structures .

I. Thermostats. Ascribing beliefs to simple thermostats is unnecessary for the study of
thermostats, because their operation can be well understood without it. However , their very
simplicity makes It clearer what is involved in the ascription, and we maintain (partly as a
provocation to those who regard attribution of beliefs to machines as mere intellectual sloppiness)
that the ascription is legitimate.8

First consider a simple thermostat that turns off the heat when the temperature is a degree
above the temperature set on the thermostat , turns on the heat when the temperature is a degree
below the desired temperature, and leaves the heat as is when the temperature is in the two degree
range around the desired temperature. The simplest belief predicate B(s , p ) ascribes belief to only
three sentences: “The room is too cold”, “The room is too hot”, and “The room is OK ” — the
beliefs being assigned to states of the thermostat in the obvious way. We ascribe to it the goal,
“The room should be ok”. When the thermostat believes the room is too cold or too hot, it sends
a message saying so to the furnace . A slightly more complex belief predicate could also be used in
which the thermostat has a belief about what the temperature should be and another belief about
what it is. It is not clear which Is better, but if we wished to consider possible errors in th~thermometer , then we would ascribe beliefs about what the temperature is. We do not ascribe to it
any other beliefs; it has no opinion even about whether the heat is on or off or about the weather
or about who won the battle of Waterloo. Moreover, it has no introspective beliefs; i.e. it doesn’t
believe that it believes the room is too hot.

Let us compare the above B(s , p) with the criteria of the previous section. The belief
structure is consistent (because all the beliefs are independent of one another), they arise from
observation, and they result in action In accordance with the ascribed goal. There is no reasoning
and only commands (which we have not included in our discussion) are communicated . Clearly
assigning beliefs is of modest Intellectual benefit in this case. However , if we consider the class of
possible thermostats , then the ascribed belief structure has greater constancy than the mechanisms
(or actually measuring and representing the temperature.

The temperature control system in my house may be described as follows: Thermostats
upstairs and downstairs tell the central system to turn on or shut off hot water flow to these areas.
A central water—temperature thermostat tells the furnace to turn on or off thus keeping the central
hot water reservoir at the right temperature. Recently it was too hot upstairs, and the question
arose as to whether the upstaIrs thermostat mistakenly believed It was too cold upstairs or whether
the furnace thermostat mistakenly believed the water was too cold. It turned out that neither
mistake was made; the downstairs controller tried to turn off the flow of water but couldn ‘(,
because the valve was stuck. The plumber came once and found the trouble, and came again
when a replacement valve was ordered. Since the services of plumbers are increasingly expensive,
and microcomputers are increasingly cheap, one is led to design a temperature control system that
would know a lot more about the thermal state of the house and Its own State of health.

In the first place, while the present system couldn ’t turn off the flow of hot water upstairs,
there is no reason to ascribe to It the knowledge that it couldn’t, and a fort lori it had no ability to
communicate thisfact or to take it into account in controlling the system. A more advanced system
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would know whether the actions it attempted succeeded, and it would communicate failures and
adapt to them. (We adapted to the failure by turning off the whole system until the whole house
cooled off and then letting the two parts warm up together. The present system has the physical
capability of doing this even if it hasn’t the knowledge or the will.

While the thermostat believes “The room Is too cold”, there Is no need to say that It
understands the concept of “too cold”. The internal structure of “The room is too cold” is a part
of our language, not its.

Consider a thermostat whose wires to the furnace have been cut. Shall we still say that it
knows whether the room Is too cold? Since fixing the thermostat might well be aided by ascribing
this knowledge, we would like to do so. Our excuse is that we are entitled to dIstinguish — in our

• language — the concept of a broken temperature control system from the concept of a certain
collection of parts, i.e. to make intensional characterizations of physical objects.

2. Self-reproducing intelligent configurations iii a cellular automaton world. A cellular
automaton system assigns a finite automaton to each point of the plane with integer co—ordinates.
The state of each automaton at time t+ I depends on its state at time t and the states of its
neighbors at time t. An early use of cellular automata was by von Neumann (196?) who found a
27 state automaton whose cells could be initialized into a self—reproducing configuration that was

• also a universal computer . The basic automaton In von Neumann’s system had a “resting” state 0,
and a point in state 0 whose four neighbors were also in that state would remain in state 0. The
initial configurations considered had all but a finite number of cells In state 0, and, of course, this

• property would persist although the number of non-zero cells might grow indefinitely with time.

The self—reproducing system used the states of a long strip of non—zero cells as a “tape”
containing instructions to a “universal constructor” configuration that would construct a copy of
the configuration to be reproduced but wIth each cell in a passIve state that would persist as long
as Its neighbors were also in passive states . After the construction phase, the tape would be
copied to make the ta pe for the new machine, and then the new system would be set In motion by
activating one of its cells. The new system would then move away from its mother, and the process
would start over. The purpose of the design was to demonstrate that arbitrarily complex
configurations could be self-reproducing - the complexity being assured by also requiring that
they be universal com puters.

Since von Neumann’s time, simpler basic cells admitting self—reproducing universal
computers have been discovered. The simplest so far is the two state Life automaton of John

• Conway (Gosper 1976). The state of a cell at time 1+ 1 Is determined Its state at time t and the
states of its eight neighbors at time t. Namely, a point whose state is 0 will change to state I if
exactly three of its neighbors are In state I. A point whose state Is I will remain in state I If two
or three of its neighbors are in state I. In all other cases the state becomes or remaIns 0.

• Although this was not Conway’s reason for Introducing them, Conway and Gosper have
shown that self-reproducing universal computers could be built up as Life configurations.

Consider a number of such self-reproducing universal computers operating in the Life
plane, and suppose that they have been programmed to study the properties of their world and to
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• communicate among themselves about It and pursue various goals co—operatively and
competitively . Call these configurations Life robots. In some respects their intellectual and
scientific problems will be like ours, but in one major respect they live in a simpler world than
ours seems to be. Namely, the fundamental physics of their world is that of the life automaton,
and there is no obstacle to each robot knowing this physics, and being able to simulate the
evolution of a life configuration given the initial state. Moreover, if the initial state of the robot
world is finite it can have been recorded in each robot In the beginning or else recorded on a
strip of cells that the robots can read, (The infinite regress of having to describe the description
is avoided by providing that the description is not separately described, but can be read both as a
description of the world and as a description of itself.)

Since these robots know the initial state of their world and its laws of motion, they can
simulate as much of its history as they want , assuming that each can grow into unoccupied space
so as to have memory to store the states of the world being simulated. This simulation is
necessarily slower than real time, so they can never catch up with the present — let alone predict
the future. This is obvious if the simulation is carried out straightforwardly by updating a list of
currently active cells in the simulated world according to the Life rule, but it also applies to any
clever mathematical method that might predict millions of steps ahead so long as it is supposed to
be applicable to all Life configurations. (Some Life configurations, e.g. static ones or ones
containing single gl iders or cannon can have their distant futures predicted with little computing.)
Namely, if there were an algorithm for such prediction, a robot could be made that would predict
its own future and then disobey the prediction. The detailed proof would be analogous to the
proof of unsolvability of the halting problem for Turing machines.

Now we come to the point of this long disquisition. Suppose we wish to program a robot to
be successful in the Life world in competition or co-operation with the others. Without any Idea
of how to give a mathematical proof, I will claim that our robot will need programs that ascribe
purposes and beliefs to its fellow robots and predict how they will react to its own actions by
assuming that they will act in ways that they believe will achieve their goals. Our robot might
acquire these mental theories in several ways: First, we might design the universal machine so that

• they are present in the initial configuration of the world. Second. we might program it to acquire
these ideas by induction from its experience and even transmit them to others through an
“educational system”. Third, it might derive the psychological laws from the fundamental physics
of the world and its knowledge of the Initial configuration. Finally, It might discover how robots
are built from Life cells by doing experimental “biology”.

Knowing the Life physics without some information about the initial configuration is
Insufficient to derive the psychologica l laws, because robots can be constructed In the Life world in
an infinity of ways. This follows from the “folk theorem” that the Life automaton Is universal in
the sense that any cellular automaton can be constructed by taking sufficiently large squares of

• Life cells as the basic cell of the other automaton.

Men are In a more difficult Intellectual position than Life robots. We don’t know the
fundamental physics of our world, and we can t even be sure that its fundamental physics is
describable in finite terms. Even if we knew the physical laws, they seem to preclude precise
knowledge of an initial state and precise cakulation of Its future both for quantum mechanical

• reasons and because the continuous functions needed to represent fields seem to involve an
Infinite amount of information.

H
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This example suggests that much of human mental structure is not an accident of evolution
• or even of the physics of our world, but is required for successful problem solving behavior and

must be designed into or evolved by any system that exhibits such behavior.

3. Computer flme.slisring system s. These complicated computer programs allocate
computer time and other resources among users. They allow each user of the computer to behave
as though he had a computer of his own, but als allow them to share files of data and programs
and to communicate with each other. They are often used for many years with continual small
changes, and and the people making the changes and correcting errors are often different from
the original authors of the system• A person confronted with the task of correcting a malfunction
or making a change In a time-sharing system often can conveniently use a mental~stic model of
the system.

Thus suppose a user complaIns that the system will not run his program. Perhaps the
system believes that he doesn’t want to run, perhaps it persistently believes that he has just run,
perhaps it believes that his quota of computer resources is exhausted, or perhaps It believes that
his program requires a resource that is unavailable. Testing these hypotheses can often be done
with surprisingly little understanding of the internal workings of the program.

4. Programs designed to reason. Suppose we explicitly design a program to represent
information by sentences in a certain lan guage stored in the memory of the computer and decide

• what to do by making inferences, and doing what it concludes will advance its goals. Naturally,
we would hope that our previous second order definition of belief will “approve of” a B(fr. s) that
ascribed to the program believing the senter.ces explicitly built in. We would be somewhat

• embarassed If someone were to show that our second order definition approved as well or better
of an entirely different set of beliefs.

Such a program was first proposed in (McCarthy 1959). and here Is how it might work:

Information about the world is stored In a wide variety of data structures. For example, a
visual scene received by a TV camera may be represented by a 5l2x512x3 array of numbers

• representing the intensities of three colors at the points of the visual field. At another level, the
same scene may be represented by a list of regions, and at a further level there may be a list of
physical objects and their parts together with other information about these objects obtained from
non-visual sources. Moreover, information about how to solve various kinds of problems may be
represented by programs in some programming language.

However, all the above representations are subordinate to a collection of sentences In a
suitable first order language that includes set theory. By subordinate, we mean that there are
sentences that tell what the data structures represent and what the programs do. New sentences
can arise by a variety of processes: inference from sentences already present, by computation from
the data structures representing observations, and by interpreting certain Inputs as

• communications In a one or more languages

The construction of such a program is one of the major approaches achieving high level
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artificial intelligence, and, like every other approach, It faces numerous obstacles. These obstacles
can be divided into two classes - epistemological and heurist ic. The epistemological problem is to
determine what information about the world is to be represented I n the sentences and other data
structures , and the heuristic problem is to decide how the information can be used effectively to
solve problems. Naturally, the problems interact, but the epistemological problem Is more basic
and also more relevant to our present concerns. We could regard it as solved If we knew how to
express the information needed for intelligent behavior so that the solution to problems logically
followed from the data. The heuristic problem of actually obtaining the solutions would remain.

The information to be represented can be roughly divided into general information about
the world and information about particular situations. The formalism used to represent
Information about the world must be epistemologica lly adequate . I.e. It must be capable of
representing the information that is actually available to the program from its sensory apparatus

• or can be deduced. Thus it couldn’t handle available information about a cup of hot coffee if its
only way of representing information about fluids was in terms of the positions and velocities of
the molecules. Even the hydrodynamicist’s Eulerian distributions of density, velocity, temperature
and pressure would be useless for representing the information actually obtainable from a
television camera. These considerations are further discussed In (McCarthy and Hayes 1969).

Here are some of the kinds of general information that will have to be represented:

I. Narrative . Events occur in space and time. Some events are extended in time. Partial
information must be expressed about what events begin or end during, before and after others.
Partial Information about places and their spacial relations must be expressible. Sometimes
dynamic information such as velocities are better known than the space—time facts in terms of
which they are defined.

2. Partial information about causal systems. Quantities have values and later have
different values. Causal laws relate these values.

3. Some changes are results of actions by the program and other actors. Information about
the effects of actions can be used to determine what goals can be achieved in given circumstances.

4. Objects and substances have locations in space. It may be that temporal and causal facts
are prior to spatial facts In the formalism.

5. Some objects are actors with beliefs, purposes and intentions.

Of course, the above English description is no substitute for an axiomatized formalism —

• not even for philosophy but a for tiori when computer programs must be written. The main
difficulties in designing such a formalism involve deciding how to express partial information.
(Mccarthy and Hayes 1969) uses a notion of situat ion wherein the situation is never known —

only facts about situations are known. Unfortunately, the formalism Is not suitable for ex pressing
what might be known when events are taking place In parallel with unknown temporal relations.
It also only treats the case in which the result of an action is a definite new situation and
therefore Is Isn’t suitable for describing continuous processes.

4 .
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“GLOSSARY ” OF MENTAL QUALITIES

In this section we give short “definitions” for machines of a collection of mental qualities.
We Include a number of terms which give us difficulty with an indication of what the difficulties
seem to be. We emphasize the place of these concepts In the design of Intelligent robots.

I. Introspection and self-knowledge. We say that a machine introspects when it comes to have
beliefs about its own mental state . A simple form of introspection takes place when a program• determines whether it has certain Information and if not asks for It. Often an operating system
will compute a check sum of itself every few minutes to verify that it hasn’t been changed by a
software or hardware malfunction.

In principle, introspection Is easier for computer programs than for people, because the
entire memory in which programs and data are stored Is available for inspection. In fact , a
computer program can be made to predict how It would react to particular inputs provided It has
enough free storage to perform the calculation. This situation smells of paradox , and there is one.
Namely, if a program could predict its own actions In less time than it takes to carry out the
action, it could refuse to do what It has predicted for Itself. This only shows that self—simulation
is necessarily a slow process, and this is not surprising.

However, present programs do little interesting introspection. This is just a matter of the
undeveloped state of artificial intelligence; programmers don’t yet know how to make a computer
program look at itself in a useful way.

2. ConscIousness and self-consciousness. Suppose we wish to distinguish the self—awareness of a
• machine, animal or person from Its awareness of other things. We explicate awareness as belief In

certain sentences , so in this case we are want to distinguish those sentences or those terms in the
sentences that may be considered to be about the self. We also don’t expect that self—consciousness

• will be a single property that something either has or hasn’t but rather there will be many kinds
of self-awareness with humans posessing many of the kinds we can imagine.

Here are some of the kinds of self-awareness:

2.1. Certain predicates of the situation (propositional fluents in the terminology of
(McCarthy and Hayes 1969)) are directly observable In almost all situations while others often
muse be inferred. The almost always observable fluents may reasonably be identified with the
senses. Likewise the values of certain fluents are almost always under the control of the being and
can be called motor parameters for lack of a common language term. We have in mind the
positions of the joints. Most motor parameters are both observable and controllable. I am

• inclined to regard the posesslon of a substantial set of such constantly observable or controllable
Iluents as the most primitive form of self-consciousness, but I have no strong arguments against
someone who wished to require more.

2.2. The second level of self-consciousness requires a term I in the language denoting
the self. I should belong to the class of persistent objects and some of the same predicates should

• be applicable to it as are applicable to other objects. For example, like other objects I has a
• • location that can change In time. I Is also visible and impenetrable like other objects. However ,

• we don’t want to get carried away In regarding a physical body as a necessary condition for self—
• consciousness. Imagine a distributed computer whose sense and motor organs could also be In a

variety of places. We don’t want to exclude It from self-consciousness by definition.
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2.3. The third level come when I is regarded as an actor among others. The
conditions that permit 1 to do something are similar to the conditions that permit other actors to
do similar things.

2.4. The fourth level requires the applicability of predicates such as believes , wants
and can to 1. Beliefs about past situations and the ability to hypothesize future situations are also
required for this level.

3. Language and thought. Here is a hypothesis arising from artificial intelligence concerning the
relation between language and thought. Imagine a person or machine that represents information
internally In a huge network . Each node of the network has references to other nodes through
relations. (If the system has a variable collection of relations, then the relations have to be
represented by nodes, and we get a symmetr ical theory if we suppose that each node is connected
to a set of pairs of other nodes). We can imagine this structure to have a long term part and also
extremely temporary parts representing current thoughts. Naturally, each being has a its own
network depending on its own experience. A thought is then a temporary node currently being
referenced by the mechanism of consciousness. Its meaning is determined by its references to
other nodes which in turn refer to yet other nodes. Now consider the problem of communicating
a thought to another being.

Its full communication would involve transmitting the entire network that can be reached
from the given node, and this would ordinarily constitute the entire experience of the being.
More than that, it would be necessary to also communicate the programs that that take action on
the basis of encountering certain nodes. Even if all this could be transmitted, the recipient would
still have to find equivalents for the information in terms of its own network . Therefore,
thoughts have to be translated into a public language before they can be communicated.

A language is also a network of associations and programs. However , certain of the nodes
in this network (more accurately a family of networks, since no two people speak precisely the
same language) are associated with words or set phrases. Sometimes the translation from thoughts
to sentences is easy, because large parts of the private networks are taken from the public network ,
and there is an advantage in preserving the correspondence. However , the translation is always
approximate (in sense that still lacks a technical definition), and some areas of experience are
difficult to translate at all. Sometimes this is for intrinsic reasons, and sometimes because

• particular cultures don’t use language in this area. (It is my impression that cultures differ in the
extent to which information about facial appearance that can be used for recognition is verbally
transmitted). According to this scheme, the deep structure” of a publicly expressible thought is a
node in the public network . It is translated into the deep structure of a sentence as a tree whose
terminal nodes are the nodes to whIch words or set phrases are attached. This “deep structure”
then must be translated Into a string In a spoken or written language.

The need 0 use language to express thought also applies when we have to ascribe thoughts
to other beings, since we cannot put the entire network into a single sentence.

4. Intentions. We are tempted to say that a machine intends to perform an action when it
believes It will and also believes that It could do otherwise. However , we will resist this

• temptation and propose that a predicate intends(actor , action , state) be suItably axiomatized where
one of the axioms say that the machine intends the action if it believes it will perform the action
and could do otherwise. Armstrong (1968) wants to require an element of servo-mechanism In

4
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order that a belief that an action will be performed be regarded as an intention, I.e. there should
be a commitment to do It one way or another. There may be good reasons to allow several
versions of intention to co—exist in the same formalism.

5. Free will. When we program a computer to make choices intelligently after determining its
options, examining their consequences, and deciding which is most favorable or most moral or
whatever, we must program it to take an attitude towards its freedom of choice essentially
isomorphic to that which a human must take to his own. A program will have to take such an
attitude towards another unless it knows the details of the other’s construction and present state.

We can define whether a particular action was free or forced relative to a theory that
ascribes beliefs and within which beings do what they believe will advance their goals. In such a
theory, action is precipitated by a belief of the form I should do X now. We will say that the
action was free if changing the belief to 1 shouldn ’t do X now would have resulted in the action
not being performed. This requires that the theory of belief have sufficient Cartesian product
structure so that changing a single belief is defined, but it doesn’t require defining what the state
of the world would be if a single belief were different.

It may be possible to separate the notion of a f ree action into a technical part and a
controversial part. The technical part would define freedom relative to an approximate co—

• ordinate system giving the necessary Cartesian product structure. Relative to the to—
ordinatization, the freedom of a particular action would be a technical issue, but people could
argue about whether to accept the whole co-ordinate system.

This isn’t the whole free will story, because moralists are also concerned with whether praise
• or blame may be attributed to a choice. The following considerations would seem to apply to any

attempt to define the morality of actions in a way that would apply to machines:

• Si. There is unlikely to be a simple behavioral definition. Instead there would be a
second order definition criticizing predicates that ascribe morality to actions.

5.2. The theory must contain at least one axiom of morality that is not just a
statement of physical fact. Relative to this axiom, moral judgments of actions can be factual.

• 5.3, The theory of morality will presuppose a theory of belief in which statements of
the form “lt believed the action would harm someone are defined. The theory must ascribe beliefs
about others’ welfare and perhaps about the being’s own welfare.

5.4. It might be necessary to consider the machine as imbedded In some kind of
society in order to ascribe morality to its actions.

5.5. No present machines admit such a belief structure, and no such structure may be
required to make a machine with arbitrarily high intelligence in the sense of problem—solving
ability.

5.6. It seems unlikely that morally judgable machIne: or machines to which rights
might legitimately be ascribed should be made If and when It becomes possible to do so.

6. UnderstandIng. It seems to me that understanding the concept of understanding is fundamental
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and difficult. The first difficulty lies In determining what the operand is. What Is the “theory of
relativit y” In “Pat understands the theory of relativity”? What does “misunderstand” mean? It

• seems that understanding should involve knowing a certain collection of facts Including the
• . general laws that permit deducing the answers to questions. We probably want to separate

understanding from issues of cleverness and creativity.

7. CreatIvity. This may be easier than “understanding” at least if we confine our attention to
reasoning processes. Many problem solutions involve the introduction of entities not present In

• the statement of the problem. For example, proving that an 8 by 8 square board with two
diagonally opposite squares removed cannot be covered by dominoes each covering two adjacent
squares involves introducing the colors of the squares and the fact that a dominoe covers two
squares of opposite color. We want to regard this as a creative proof even though It might beI quite easy for an experienced cornbinatorist.
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OTHER VIEWS ABOUT MIND

The fundamental difference in point of view between this paper and most philosophy Is: that we are motivated by the problem of designing an artIficial Intelligence. Therefore, our
attitude towards a concept like belief is determined by trying to decide what ways of acquiring and
using beliefs will lead to intelligent behavior. Then we discover that much that one intelligence
can find out about another can be expressed by ascribing beliefs to It.

A negative view of empiricism seems dictated from the apparent artificiality of designing an
empiricist computer program to operate in the real world. Namely, we plan to provide our
program with certain senses, but we have no way of being sure that the world in which we are

• putting the machine is constructable from the sense impressions it will have. Whether it will ever
know some fact about the world is contingent, so we are not inclined to build into it the notion
that what it can’t know about doesn’t exist.

The philosophical views most sympathetic to our approach are some expressed by Carnap
in some of the discursive sections of (Carnap 1956).

Hilary Putnam (1961) argues that the classical mind—body problems are just as acute for
machines as for men. Some of his arguments are more explicit than any given here, but in that
paper, he doesn’t tr y to solve the problems for machines.

D.M. Armstrong (1968) “attempts to show that there are no valid philosophical or logical
reasons for rejecting the identification of mind and brain . ” He does this by proposing definitions of
mental concepts in terms of the state of the brain. Fundamentally, I agree with him and think
that such a program of definition can be carried out, but it seems to me that his methods for

• 
- defining mental qualities as brain states are too weak even for defining properties of computer

programs. While he goes beyond behavioral definitions as such , he relies on dispositional states.

This paper is partly an attempt to do what kyle (1949) says can’t be done and shouldn’t be
attempted — namely to define mental qualIties in terms of states of a machine. The attempt is
based on methods of which he would not approve; he implicitly requires first order definitions,
and he implicitly requires that definitions be made in terms of the state of the world and not in
terms of approximate theories.

His final view of the proper subject matter of epistemology is too narrow to help
researchers In artificial intelligence. Namely, we need help In expressing those facts about the
world that can be obtained in an ordinary situation by an ordinary person and the general facts
about the world will enable our program to decide to call a travel agent to find out how to get to
Boston.

Donald Davidson (1973) undertakes to show, “There Is no Important sense in which
psychology can be reduced to the physical sciences”. He proceeds by arguing that the mental
qualities of a hypothetical artificial man could not be defined physIcally even if we knew the
details of its physical structure.

• ~~
J.. One sense of Davidson’s statement does not require the arguments he gives. There are

• many universal computing elements - relays, neurons, gates and flip—flops, and physics tells us
many ways of constructing them. Any information processing system that can be constructed of
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- one kind of element can be constructed of any other. Therefore, physics tells us nothing about
what information processes exist in nature or can be constructed. Computer science is no more
reducible to physics than Is psychology.

- 

However , Davidson also argues that the mental states of an organism are not describable in
terms of Its physical structure, and I take this to assert also that they are not describable in terms
of Its construction from logical elements. I would take his arguments as showing that mental
qualities don’t have what I have called first order structural definitions. I don’t think they apply
to second order definitions.

D.C. Dennett (1971) expresses views very similar to mine about the reasons for ascribing
mental qualities to machines. However, the present paper emphasizes criteria for ascribing
particular mental qualities to particular machines rather than the general proposition that mental
qualities may be ascribed. I think that the chess programs Dennett discusses have more limited
mental structures than he seems to ascribe to them. Thus their beliefs almost always concern

• particular positions, and they believe almost no general propositions about chess, and this accounts
for many of their weaknesses . Intuitively, this is well understood by researchers in computer game
playing, and providing the program with a way of representing general facts about chess and
even general facts about particular positions is a major unsolved problem. For example. no
present program can represent the assertion “Black has a backward pawn on his Q3 and white may
be able to cramp black ’s position by p utting p ressure on it”. Such a representation would require
rules that permit such a statement to be derived in appropriate positions and would guide the

• examination of possible moves in accordance with It.

I would also distinguish between believing the laws of logic and merely using them (see
Denneu, p. 95). The former requires a language that can express sentences about sentences and

- which contains some kind of reflexion principle. Many present problem solving programs can use
modus ponens but cannot reason about their own ability to use new facts in a way that

• corresponds to believing ~nodus p onens.
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NOTES

• • I. (Mccarthy and Hayes 1969) defines an eplstemologica lly adequate representation of information
as one that can express the Information actually available to a subject under given circumstances.
Thus when we see a person. parts of him are occluded, and we use our memory of previous looks
at him and our general knowledge of humans to finish of a “picture” of him that includes both
two and three dimensional information. We must also consider metaphysically adequate
representations that can represent complete facts ignoring the subject’s ability to acquire the facts
In given circumstances. Thus Laplace thought that the positions and velocities of the particles in
the universe gave a metaphysically adequate representation. Metaphysically adequate
representations are needed for scientific and other theories, but artificial intelligence and a full
philosophical treatment of common sense experience also require epistemologically adequate
representations. This paper might be summarized as contending that mental concepts are needed
for an epistemologically adequate representation of facts about machines, especially future
intelligent machines.

2. Work in artificial intelligence is still far from showing how to reach human-level intellectual
performance. Our approach to the Al problem involves identifying the intellectual mechanisms
required for problem solving and describing them precisely. Therefore we are at the end of the
philosophical spectrum that requires everything to be formalized in mathematical logic. It is
sometimes said that one studies philosophy in order to advance beyond one’s untutored naive
world—view, but unfortunately for artificial intelligence, no—one has yet been able to give a

• description of even a naive world-view , complete and precise enough to allow a knowledge—
seeking program to be constructed in accordance with its tenets.

• 3. Present Al programs operate in limited domains , e.g. play particular games, prove theorems In a
particular logical system, or understand natural language sentences covering a particular subject
matter and with other semantic restrictions. General intelligence will require general models of
situations changing in time, actors with goals and strategies for achieving them, and knowledge
about how information can be obtained.

4. Our opinion is that human intellectual structure is substantially determined by the Intellectual
problems humans face. Thus a Martian or a machine will need similar structures to solve similar
problems. Dennett (1971) expresses similar views. On the other hand, the human motivational
structure seems to have many accidental features that might not be found in Martians and that we
would not be inclined to program into machines. This is not the place to present arguments for
this viewpoint.

5. A fter several versions of this paper were completed, I came across (Paoden 1972) which contains
• (among other things) an account of the psychology of William McDougall (1877-1938) and a

discussion of a hypothetical program simulating It. In my opinion, a psychology like that of
McDougall is a better candidate for simulation than many more recent psychological theories,
because It comes closer to presenting a theory of the organism as a whole, proposing mechanisms
for thoughts, goals, and emotions. I agree with the ways in which Boden modernizes McDougall,

• but even with her improvements, I think the theory is a long way from being simulatable, let
alone correct. One major problem is that compound sent iments , to use McDougall’s term, such as
reverence are diagrammed in Soden’s book as essentially Boolean combinations of their
component emotions. In realIty they must at least be complex patterns formed from their
components and other entitities. Thus we must have sentences as complex as reveres( p erson 1,
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• concept I , situation) z . isbellef(z) A as cr ibes (p ers on I , z , concept I , situation I) A etc. If I’m right
about this, then every formulation of McDougall will have to be taken as merely suggestive of
what terms should be in the definitions and not as actually giving them. Nevertheless, it seems to
me that much can be learned from contemplating the simulation of a McDougall man.
Axiomatizing the McDougall man should come before simulating it, however .

6. Behavioral definitions are often favored in philosophy. A system is defined to have a certain
qua li ty if it behaves in a certain way or is disposed to behave in a certain way. Their virtue is
conservatism; they don’t postulate internal states that are unobservable to present science and may
remain unobservable. However, such definitions are awkward for mental qualities, because, as
common sense suggests, a mental quality may not result in behavior, because another mental
quality may prevent it; e.g. I may think you are thick—headed , but politeness may prevent my
saying so. Particular difficulties can be overcome, but an impression of vagueness remains. The
liking for behavioral definitions stems from caution, but I would interpret scientific experience as

• showing that boldness in postulating complex structures of unobserved entities — provided It is
accompanied by a willingness to take back mistakes — is more likely to be rewarded by
understanding of and control over nature than Is positivistic timidity. It is particularly instructive
to imagine a determined behaviorist trying to figure out an electronic computer. Trying to define
each quality behaviorall y would get him nowhere; only simultaneously postulating a complex
structure including memory, arithmetic unit, control structure , and input—output would yield
predictions that could be compared with experiment. There is a sense in which operational
definitions are not taken seriously even by their proposers. Suppose someone gives an operational
definition of length (e.g. involving a certain platinum bar), and a whole school of physicists and

• philosophers becomes quite attached to it. A few years later, someone else criticizes the definition
as lacking some desirable property, proposes a change. and the change is accepted. This is
normal, but if the original definition expressed what they really meant by the length, they would
refuse to change, arguing that the new concept may have its uses, but it isn’t what they mean by
“length”. This shows that the concept of “length” as a property of objects is more stable than any
operational definition. Carnap has an interesting section in Meaning and Necessity entitled “The
Concept of Intension for a Robot” In which he makes a similar point saying, “it is clea r that the
method of structural anal ysis , if applicable , is more powerful than the behavioristic method ,
because I t can suppl y a general answer , and , under favorable circumstances , even a complete
answer to the question of the intension of a given predicate .” The clincher for Al . however, is an
“argument from design . In order to produce desired behavior In a computer program, we build
certain mental qualities into its structure . This doesn’t lead to behavioral characterizations of the

• qualities, because the particular qualities are only one of many ways we might used to get the
desired behavior, and anyway the desired behavior is not always realized.

7. Putnam (1970) also proposes what amount to second order definitions for psychological
properties.

• 8. Whether a system has beliefs and other mental qualities is not primarily a matter of complexity
of the system. Although cars are more complex than thermostats , it is hard to ascribe beliefs or
goals to them, and the same is perhaps true of the basic hardware of a computer. i.e. the part of
the computer that executes the program without the program itself.

9. Our own ability to derive the laws of higher levels of organization from knowledge of lower
• 

- 
level laws is also limited by universality. While the presently accepted laws of physics allow only
one chemistry, the laws of physics and chemistry allow many biologies, and , because the neuron is
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• a universal computing element, an arbitrary mental structure is allowed by basic neurophysiology.
Therefore, to determine human mental structure, one must make psychological experiments, or
determine the actual anatomical structure of the brain and the information stored in it . One
cannot determine the structure of the brain merely from the fact that the brain is capable of
certain problem solving performance . In this respect, our position is similar to that of the Life
robot.

10. Philosophy and artificial Intelligence. These fields overlap in the following way: In
order to make a computer program behave Intelligently, its designer must build into it a view of
the world In general, apart from what they include about particular sciences . (The skeptic who
doubts whether there is anything to say about the world apart from the particular sciences should
try to write a computer program that can figure out how to get to Timbuktoo, taking into account
not only the facts about travel in general but also facts about what people and documents have
what information, and what information will be required at different stages of the trip and when
and how it is to be obtained. He will rapidly discover that he is lacking a science of common sense ,
i.e. he will be unable to formally express and build into his program “what everybody knows”.
Maybe philosophy could be defined as an attempted science of common sense, or else the science of
common sense should be a definite part of philosophy.)

Artificial intelligence has a another component in which philosophers have not studied,
namely hc ’zr ist lcs. Heuristics is concerned with: given the facts and a goal, how should it
investigate the possibilities and decide what to do. On the other hand, artificial intelligence is not
much concerned with aesthetics and ethics.

Not all approaches to philosophy lead to results relevant to the artificial intelligence
problem. On the face of it, a philosophy that entailed the view that artificial intelligence was• impossible would be unhelpful, but besides that , taking artificial intelligence seriously suggests
some philosophical points of view. I am not sure that all I shall list are required for pursuing the
Al goal — some of them may be just my prejudices — but here they are:

10.1. The relation between a world view and the world should be studied by methods
• akin to metamathematics In which systems are studied from the outside. In metamathematics we

study the relation between a mathematical system and its models. Philosophy (or perhaps
meta philosoph y) should study the relation between world structures and systems within them that
seek knowledge. Just as the metamathematicia n can use any mathematical methods in this study
and distinguishes the methods he uses form those being studied, so the philosopher should use all

• his scientific knowledge in studying philosophical systems from the outside.

Thus the question “How do / know?” is best answered by studying “How does it know”,
getting the best answer that the current state of science and philosophy permits, and then seeing

• how this answer stands up to doubts about one’s own sources of knowledge.

10.2. We regard metaphysics as the study of the general structure of the world and
epistemology as studying what knowledge of the world can be had by an intelligence with given
opportunities to observe and experiment. We need to distinguish what can be determined about
the structure of humans and machines by scientific research over a period of time and
experimenting with many individuals from what can be learned by In a particular situation with
particular opportunities to observe. From the Al point of view , the latter is as important as the
former, and we su ppose that philosophers would also consider It part of epistemology. The
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possibilities of reductionism are also different for theoretical and everyday epistemology. We
could imagine that the rules of everyday epistemology could be deduced from a knowledge of
physics and the structure of the being and the world, but we can’t see how one could avoid using
mental concepts in expressing knowledge actually obtained by the senses.

10.3. ft is now accepted that the basic concepts of physical theories are far removed
from observation. The human sense organs are many levels of organization :moved from
quantum mechanical states, and we have learned to accept the complication mis causes in
verif ying physical theories. Experience in trying to make intelligent computer programs suggests
that the basic concepts of the common sense world are also complex and not always directly
accessible to observation. In particular. the common sense world is not a construct from sense
data, but sense data play an important role. When a man or a computer program sees ~ . dog, we
will need both the relation between the observer and the dog and the relation between the

4 observer and the brown patch in order to construct a guod theory of the event.

10.4. In spirit this paper is materialist , but it is logically compatible with some other
philosophies. Thus cellular automaton models of the physical world may be supplemented by
supposing that certain complex configurations interact with additional automata called souls that
also interact with each other. Such inter a ctionist dualism won’t meet emotional or spiritual
objections to materialism, but it does provide a logical niche for any empirically argued belief in
telepathy, communication with the dead, and such other psychic phenomena as don’t require
tampering with causality. (As does precognition, for examp le). A person who believed the alleged
evidence for such phenomena and still wanted scientific explanations could model his beliefs with
auxiliary automata.

I
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